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The President’s Bit
As this will be my last “bit” before the AGM, I’ll take a moment and reflect on what has been without
doubt, an “interesting” couple of years.
The Club’s 50th provided a big boost to the club as a whole, both internally and externally, with a lot of
positive feedback coming from visitors and members alike. We have continued to make progress on a
number of fronts, the most noticeable being the construction of the new Niana Signal Box. Track has
continued to improve, as has rolling stock, with heavier, more intensive inspections and servicing
being carried out. Relations with local & state authorities have improved, with various documents
being submitted to help further in this regard in the coming few years. We will need to renew our
Maintenance plan with SRT in 2015, and hopefully we will again be able to get a 5-year permit.
Now for the usual highlights and news...
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•

After a couple of false starts, the wagon bunker for the ballast cars has been lifted into place,
work will continue on this project as resources allow. The open end is to be sealed up
(possibly done by the time this is being read) and some retaining work done, prior to the
concrete boxes being covered over with fill.
Looking ahead, we have a few things on the boil for which we will be putting the call out for
help. It is intended during next couple of months to carry out the work required on Bayou
Bridge. Notification will be sent out as soon as details are finalized, but there is likely to be a
couple of special project weekends organized in order to carry out this work. Assistance will
be greatly appreciated.
At the conclusion of the March run day, it is planned to remove some 70m of track and replace
it with newly manufactured Tee type rail. As you read this, most of the rail is made up, and all
sleepers are cut and drilled in readiness. A separate email has been sent out to those on the
email list regarding this, but it has been included later in this issue for those not on our email
listing. All help will be appreciated in getting this project done. Other jobs are also on the cards
for the project days should we have sufficient numbers.
Don’t forget, committee nominations are due in by the end of the March first Sunday run day.
The AGM this year will be followed immediately by a General Meeting.
City of Canning and Comet Vale are to be fitted with auxiliary kill switches for use during driver
training should the need arise, thanks to Mike Crean for taking on this one.
Thanks also to Roger for attending to the mechanical issues that have been plaguing City Of
Canning of late, will be good to see it back in service.
Work is continuing on the old Fremantle bridge sections. These are almost at the stage of
being ready to be disposed of, once we have salvaged anything of use to the club in the
future.
On the subject of salvage, it is getting close to time to get another scrap bin in. This will likely
happen AFTER the work to Bayou Bridge to allow waste from this project to also be disposed
of. Along similar lines, we will also be looking at around the same time to have a concrete bin
on site for any brick rubble. We have a large number of pavers stored behind the workshop, of
which a large proportion may not get used again.

Craig
President Castledare Miniature Railway

*************************************************
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FROM THE SECRETARY’S DESK
Notes from the last Committee Meeting – these are only a brief summary of some of the items
discussed.
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Work progressing on foreshore management document required by the SRT – Richard
Stuart & Les Smith working on this project – should be completed end of Feb 2014.
Paint is on hand for the bridges around the railway
Retinitis Pigmentosa has requested a run day for April 2014 – this will be on the 2nd
Sunday – the 13th April
Work continues to progress on a replacement boiler for Denis P Moore – currently some
parts are with the welder. Richard Stuart & Roger Matthews working on this.
Committee has agreed to the CANCELLATION of the 3rd Sunday run from Wilson in
April 2014 as a result of this falling on Easter Sunday and quite a few members who are
usually involved in this run day have indicated they will be attending the AALS
Convention in Melbourne. Appropriate notices have been placed on both ticket boxes as
of January 2014 so that patrons are advised well in advance.
Approval given for Secretary to take 6 weeks leave from Committee duties commencing
late March 2014.
2014 Annual General Meeting will be held on March 14th at the ECO centre 6.00 pm
followed by a short general meeting and light supper – more information elsewhere in the
newsletter
Wagon bunkers are now in place – some more work to be done on these prior to the fill
being put in place.
Passenger rolling stock is in the process of being removed from service on a rotational
basis, inspected and repaired as necessary. This will take place throughout the year.
All members are reminded that the Duty Officer is in charge on a public run day and as
such has the right and authority to make all operational decisions on the day.
Trainee (diesel) drivers – discussion resolved that this could only be achieved with the
trainee driving Club locos Betsy, Comet Vale or City of Canning as these locos meet the
requirement of a supervisor being in close contact with the trainee in the event of an
emergency. It was also resolved to fit ‘kill’ switches to these locomotives.
Secretary to contact AALS Secretary to clarify ‘direct supervision’ – see next point
The Management Committee also resolved to review the requirements for trainee drivers,
however at this stage trainee drivers will be permitted to drive an empty train at CMR on
public run days under direct supervision at the quieter times of the day - not hauling
passengers. All operations involving trainee drivers will be under the direction and at the
discretion of the Duty Officer of the day.
Comments made in general that some members were not complying with published
housekeeping rules – in future any crockery, cutlery etc left out on either the sink or table
in the clubroom area and not washed up and put away in the appropriate cupboard or
drawer will be binned.
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DATES FOR THE DIARY:
Please mark these dates in your diary, with a note on the fridge or even in your mobile phone
– whatever works to remind you of what is happening ! !

~ March 2014 ~
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday
1
Prepare Railway

from 9am
Public Run

2
Day
Canteen: Kathy
Watson &
Edweena Smith
Duty Officer:

Les Smith

AGM

3
Major track
work day
Lunch
provided
Members to
advise
attendance
prior to

4

5

6

7
Committee

Work Day 9am

Meeting
5.30pm

8
Work Day 9am
Completion of

track
replacement

project

NOMINATIONS Friday 28
Feb to allow
CLOSE 4PM

for catering
9

10

11

12
Work Day 9am

13

14
Annual
General
Meeting at
6pm
Followed by
General
Meeting

15
Work Day 9am

16 Day
Duty Officer:
Trish
Stuart

17

18

19
Work Day 9am

20

21

22
Work Day 9am

23

24

25

26
Work Day 9am

27

28

29

30
Members &
Family day –
b.y.o lunch

31

Public Run
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Sunday

Monday

~ April 2014 ~
Tuesday Wednesday Thursday
1
2
3
Work Day 9am

Public Run

6

Day

Canteen: Julie

7

8

Hamann
& Judy Bowyer
Duty Officer:
David Lyons
Public Run

Day

Fundraiser for

14

15

21

22

28

29

Retinitis
Pigmentosa
9am start

20

Easter Sunday
Public Run Day

9

Work Day 9am

Friday
4

Saturday
5

Prepare the

Railway
From 9am
General
Meeting
11am

10

11

Committee

Meeting
5.30pm

12

Work Day 9am

16

17

18

19

23

24

25

26

Work Day 9am

Work Day 9am

Good Friday

Easter
Saturday

Work Day 9am

Cancelled

27

30

Work Day 9am

•

If any member has a key to the clubroom building and intends to be at the club for any reason
after 6pm any evening please contact the security control room 94275560 advising them of
your intent. The general rule for security is that the premises will be secured by 6pm each
evening – if you are here after that time, PLEASE notify security of your estimated departure
time.

•

The auditor has requested an asset register be put in place - if any member feels that they
would be able to assist in setting one up, please contact either Ken or Craig for more
information
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ONGOING PROJECTS:
Carriage shed extension: Brickwork has now been completed, next step is to prepare the trackwork
to be put in place prior to the roof being installed. Work on the metal frame etc. for the roof has been
commenced in readiness for installation. This project is ongoing as time and manpower permits it to
progress.
Box culverts: Once one of the ends of the culverts has been completely enclosed, heavy duty plastic
will be placed over the top and sand which is stored on site will be used as fill over the top of the
culverts, particularly between the culverts and the oval and this will, eventually, encourage grass from
the oval to spread across the top. Long term, a metal gate will be attached to entrance of the
culverts thus creating a storage road.
Full size footbridge: To be disposed of as scrap means that the members of CMR will need to
remove the bitumen and timber from the sections and this will take some time. A number of members
have been assisting in the project and some considerable progress has been made. The timber from
these bridge sections will be made available for firewood.
Painting of the bridges of the railway: Paint is on hand for this project – any member/s wishing to
assist would be appreciated.
Painting of diesel shed: Clive Woodward has commenced this project and continues as time permits.

CONVENTION 2014:
This convention will be hosted by the Tullamarine Live Steam Society, Melbourne, Victoria. Details
on all aspects of the convention, including registration forms, are available at this club’s website:
http://www.bullahillrailway.org.au/
Members may have heard some information re a ban by Worksafe Victoria in relation to the operation
of AMBSC registered boilers in Victoria. CMR has received written notification from Tullamarine
[Bulla Hill Railway] that this administrative oversight by Worksafe will be cleared up prior to the
convention.
It is essential that if you intend to be at the convention this year, you MUST PRE REGISTER [which
includes a discount] – if you opt to register on arrival at the convention, you will pay more for the
privilege.

WORK DAYS:
As usual, there are always many and varied tasks of routine maintenance to be performed around the
club. Quite a lot is achieved by the Wednesday work crew but there is always room in the crew for
more to join in. The Saturday major work days generally have a good turn up of members and a lot
of progress can be made on these days with various projects.
If you are unable to join in on a Wednesday, there is also a small band of members who are regularly
at the club on a Saturday morning – don’t wait for a personal invitation – it is your club, feel free to
come down, participate in some routine maintenance type tasks and enjoy some social interaction
with fellow members.
If any members are on holidays from work, or simply want to contribute and help their club progress,
– simply turn up on a Wednesday or a Saturday morning or come down on the Friday night prior to
the mid month run day and join the crew. All help appreciated and will benefit your club.
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING:
As previously outlined, the Castledare Miniature Railway’s Annual General Meeting for 2014 will be
held at the Eco Centre, Kent Street, Wilson Park on Friday 14th March 2014 commencing at 6.00pm.
Those positions that are due for election are as follows:
President
Minute Secretary
Treasurer
Committee Member
Committee Member

Currently
Currently
Currently
Currently
Currently

Craig Belcher
John Watson
Tania Watson
Les Smith
Eno Gruszecki

2 year term
2 year term
2 year term
2 year term
2 year term

At the end of this newsletter you will find a nomination form. If you wish to nominate yourself or
someone else, then please complete the form and return it to the Secretary on or before 4pm on
Sunday, 2nd March 2014 ensuring it is accurately signed. All encumbant members are eligible for reelection should they so choose.
The Annual General Meeting will be followed by a General Meeting.

*************************************************

GETTING “THINGS” DONE and the SMS of CMR
Roger Matthew's suggestion that a “listing” of work that requires to be done around the club, is to be
implemented and this list will appear adjacent to the sign-on register. Members are invited to take on
some of these tasks and to sign-off on completion. However, there is a need to record the work for
safety reasons and records. This can be done by filling in a CROWD (CMR Record of Work Done)
and then leave it in the pigeonhole for now. In the future this “listing” will be emailed out and a copy
posted on the Notice Board. We must have a CROWD after all work has been completed to minimise
any off-chance forced shutdown of running operations, or of being wrapped up in an investigation.
The recent shutdown of a New Zealand club is an example of what authorities can do through “a
lapse in procedures”. Hence we have a Safety Management System (SMS) under development.
Once Mike Crean is up and running with the CMR computer (it requires some extra memory to add
capacity already over-run by the “surveillance” system) you will be able to place your CROWD directly
into the correct folder in our SMS, or bring it to the Clubrooms and transfer it from a USB.
In the near future CMR documentation will be available for all members to read, and we mean ALL.
Some will not be available to download or to print copies from Internet access. Some documentation
will be password protected and for example if you were to be a future "treasurer" you would have your
own P/W to specific documents. Each financial summary sheet for committee meetings will be like a
CROWD sheet (under a more appropriate acronym) and will be available to read, we may make this
only available for reading in the Clubrooms.
Basically, if you work on a loco for repairs you just add this to a CROWD via computer and at the
present time email it to Richard. If you have listed any other work required then Richard produces an
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ANOMOLY REPORT and these can be circulated by email for those who would like to pick up a little
job or two.
CMR requires members to understand a few things about wagon journals, axles and bearings and
these have been explained in fairly simple terms in the last C & S. We are at a point now where we
can provide good records as evidence to support maintenance activities as all the records are on the
system and are very clear. It is now impressive. A demonstration will be shown for entertainment
at the AGM - don't miss it!
We have problems such as an engine replacement in DEPENDABLE and serious compressor
problems / reliability with COMET VALE which impinge on our ability to run the trains as required!
Eventually CMR will be able to "word search" the system to find whatever anyone wants to know.
Les Smith

*************************************************

RATTLING ALONG by Les Smith
For some memorable events or moments let us visit the humble “Rattler” which was ostensively a
Midland Workshop workers train. For the young readers, the Rattler left Fremantle each weekday at
6.05am running all-stops to Mt Lawley and then non-stop to West Midland and onto Midland. We shall
skip the in-betweens. The Rattler left Midland at 4.25pm to run non-stop to East Perth and then allstops to Fremantle arriving at 5.45pm or thereabouts. The “workers” guarded their seats with
jealousy, bad stares and the occasional bad words should one intrude were the order of those days.
The Rattler was introduced in the early 1900s after the Fremantle Workshops was shifted to Midland
and originally would have been 5 or 6 carriages hauled by the dainty N Class 4-4-4 tank engine. The
train grew to 11 AC and AE coaches and graduated to the larger D and then DS 4-6-4 tankers that
were Fremantle based. After arrival at Midland the consist was returned to Perth as a normal morning
passenger service, then cleaned etc and returned “empty” to Midland to await afternoon departure.
Motive-power out of Freo in the mid to late 50s was mainly the proud old ES occasionally
interspersed with a venerable DS. As the ESs went off to the great graveyard at Midland, a PM or
PMR became the mainstay. From Midland in the evenings, which locomotive got the job was much
more interesting. A Midland W was often assigned but appropriate engines fresh out of overhaul
would get a gallop or two following their break in runs from a couple of light freights to Fremantle on
the previous days. It was rare for a P or PR to do this service in my “time”.
I was told that a DS threw off her side rods as the Rattler at speed rounded the curve down into East
Guildford one morning in the early 50s. My friends (after getting over my incursion into THEIR
compartment) told me they saw bits of motion gear flying past the windows. For me, the only
“moment” was one morning when I boarded into an unlit compartment and stretched out for my “kip”
as far as West Perth. Elderly boilermaker, Hughie McGlashan did not take his seat opposite me.
There was a bad smell in the compartment and as we left the station into early light I looked around
and to my dismay saw the light bowl hanging precariously on very, very loose screws and full of p..s.
This had to go. Springing into action I dropped a door window (it is actually called a “moving” light)
then stood on the seat and held the glass bowl up and took out the screws with my other hand. Now
became the challenge to get the thing down as I had to step off the seat onto the floor whist grasping
the offending p..s-pot in both hands. The carriage was rocking a little and the liquid slopping. By this
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time we were climbing around the curve up onto the old trestle bridge at the end of the harbour. The
cold wind off the harbour was blowing hard through the open door window as I gingerly offered the
offending bowl still almost full to the brim to the depths of the Swan River. The bowl clipped a sleeper
or transom below and smashed. One hoped that there were no early morning fishermen or persons
below. Hughie got in at North Fremantle (he had cycled there for a change) and immediately
complained of me having the windows open. Wally (a trimmer) got in at Subiaco and enquired if
Hughie or myself had wet ourselves.
From Midland, things get a little more interesting in the afternoon. The Rattler occupied the NW dock
of the station and two trains behind a DM or DD waited at the main platform to follow. In the NE dock
was a W with three coaches ready for Chidlows. Then from Bassendean, particularly in the then
super-phosphate haulage season, would come an S Class with a huge load and then a clunking FS
(the Basso shunter) clearing the remainder of the fertiliser. The Rattler and its two following mates
were quite important as they were being injected into the suburban evening peak.
Crossing the footbridge one afternoon at 4.15ish it was noticed that the Rattler did not have an engine
and one was not in sight. As 4.25 approached a filthy salt stained bob-tailed P Class came down from
the Midland sheds obviously hastily prepared. The thick brow and yellowish smoke just oozed out of
its chimney even though the blower was hard on. The hard on blower wasn’t having much effect on
the typical thick “black” fire. The fireman had the “pricker” out trying to get some flame through just get
going and cut out the smoke a little. This machine had seen better days and was in Midland ready for
an overhaul. We got underway more than 5 to 8 minutes late encouraged by the Station Master who
had personally intervened. Diesel railcars were to arrive and he had no platform space. We did the
usual crawl off the light dock track and scissored across the double main to head for Perth. Expecting
to be “gunned” we hit West Midland at a dizzy 15 mph with the fireman blowing down from his gauge
glasses and blow-down cock. A PM would have had the piled high coal rolling off the tender by now at
40 (they were restricted to 40mph) The P was struggling! Things slowly improved and by the time we
reached Guildford it looked like the driver and fireman had her under control with a clear exhaust and
they made a charge at 45mph for Success Hill across the river and then Bassendean! Halfway up the
bank the fireman was blowing-off again and speed was dropping fast. Then the P primed and we
crawled past the Bassendean platforms at 5mph. We wandered along the “mad mile” and gradually
(again) made a semblance of progress, but we were finally some 15 to 18 minutes late out of Perth.
The battle continued to Fremantle and we arrived over 30 minutes late. The following suburban trains
carrying the exodus from Perth must have been in chaos. I hoped that the crew got rid of the belly full
as it would return to Midland on what was normally a heavy freight.
In contrast a couple of months later we had a run of the mill W, faded but in reasonable nick. No sign
of salt this time. It was a normal run to Grant Street between Swanbourne and Cottesloe. Then on
starting for the downhill run there was a loud bang and whoosh….not a safety valve whoosh but the
one associated with a blown plug. Then whoosh, whoosh, whoosh. The W had blown a leading right
hand cylinder relief cock completely out. We went on with three lungs! Steam was gushing out of a 2
inch hole and what a racket? The driver didn’t even get down and take a look at Cottesloe! He took off
as normal with the eleven small dog boxes in tow and went uphill to Mosman Park full bore. We made
Freo on time. The fireman may have had to throw some extra coal in, but that was a W, an incredibly
good steamer!
Having had the ugly, the bad and before the good let us have a mistake. This late afternoon we had a
good looking W and the driver sent her along at a good pace, in fact he was still in power at 45 mph
as we passed the East Perth running sheds when normally the Rattler would be coasting. As we
passed around the curve and the signal box for East Perth it was obvious that the driver had no
intention of stopping. Carriage windows were down and men were leaning out shouting! The driver
had already passed an “approach” at caution but now saw or was told by his fireman that the
departure stick at the platform end was at stop. The WAGR had right hand drive with left hand
running and I saw the driver half way out of his cab window taking a look. The brakes went on and we
came to a screaming halt a train length or two past the stick. This was a SPAD! (signal passed at
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danger) my first and hopefully last (it wasn’t) The driver backed up to the platform and the workers
disgorged to meet the Armadale train behind a DM arriving on the other side of the platform. The real
problem was that this train may not have come from the Armadale “dock” at Perth, that is, it may have
come from the northern platforms and crossed in front of us. I think not but the workers did not want
to miss their connection.
Now for the “good”. This was a DD straight off overhaul, gleaming black. We went out of Midland as
normal but as the journey went on the driver started to relish his task and get ahead of time. This DD
was in sparkling form. We topped Success at 40 to 45 mph and accelerated to around 50 along the
Mad Mile. The DDs did not have recorders as was now being fitted to the Ws (which slowed them
down). We crested through Meltham at 50 and then we probably hit 60 (mph) through Maylands. The
exhaust was so sharp and clipped that it was like a two stroke motorbike! Fitter Don Smith would
have been proud at his valve setting. The next day at Midland, workers were talking about “that” ride
and even approaching in the shop to say “heard you had a great ride last night”, “5 minutes off the
schedule!” etc. Such was the shops pride in those days. In the carriage shop we were mounting the
engines under the ADX railcars, which were destined to put the DDs out of business.

*************************************************
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Loco for Sale
Heidi engine called “Zambezi”
New in-line water filters and new injectors; 4 year boiler certificate.
Included in price – 6 sets of unfinished bogies, total price - $18,000.00
Contact Brian Dawes on 95744623. Email: dawescola@westnet.com.au

*************************************************
For Sale
Diesel-look loco. Powered by rebuilt Suzuki LJ50 two-stroke engine. Runs sweetly. Needs
new home, as I have had to give up on my dream. Loco is situated at Torbay, near Albany.
Ex Serpentine Railway (Turner Cottage) and Whistlestop Railway, Busselton. Built strong
and plenty of seating space for a big person. Must sell as downsizing to a granny flat.
Will negotiate… asking $13,500.
Contact Kevin Graham on 0427452113. Email: cherwell72@yahoo.com

*************************************************
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MESSAGE FROM THE EDITOR
Changed your email address, or home address? If so please do not forget to notify the editor. This will ensure
that you always receive your Cinders and Soot email notification, or ‘snail mail’ copy.
th

If you wish to submit an article for inclusion in Cinders and Soot, please note that the closing date is the 15 of
each month. The format should be; Word, Arial font size 10, photographs less than 1MB (.jpg).
Please send your contributions to Trish Stuart at the email address on the page 2.

Articles wanted for 2014, please think about contributing and sharing your stories with
your fellow members and help make this magazine interesting as well as informative.

*************************************************
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Sponsors of CMR
Di Candilo (08) 9279 7244

Applied Fire Technology (08) 9478 3362

Rheem Australia (08) 9351 4293

Dingo Australia (08) 9311 9811

Fireless Fire Services (08)9371 6913 
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NOMINATION FORM FOR ELECTION TO MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE OF
CASTLEDARE MINIATURE RAILWAYS OF W.A. INC.
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2014

I ________________________________ hereby nominate _________________________
for the position of ______________________________________ for a period of 2 years.
I accept this nomination and if duly elected, agree to serve on the Management Committee of
Castledare Miniature Railway.
[signed] _____________________________________

Nomination seconded by_____________________________________

To be received by the Secretary no later than 4pm Sunday 2nd March 2014
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